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SUPPLIES
Plastic Ring Sizer #30129032
20 Gauge Wire - Rose Color 
(or preferred color)
20 Gauge Wire - Leaf Color

TOOLS
Round Nose Pliers
Chain Nose Pliers
Nylon Jaw Pliers
Wire Cutter

INSTRUCTIONS
1.  For the wire you want for the rose, cut 18 inches and straighten it with   
    the nylon jaw pliers.

2.  Using the ring sizer, place the center of the wire
     on your ring size and wrap each end once around
     the sizer  (pic. 1)

3.  Double check that you’re still on your ring size and
     then twist the wire together once (pic. 2)

4.  Pull the wire, starting with the right side, go under the left wire while  
     folding it inward one at a time under each other.  (pic. 3 - pic. 9)

5.  Repeat the last step by following around over and
     over to build your flower until you get to the end.
     (pic. 10)

*instructions continued on back of sheet*
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
6.  When you reach the end, take what’s left of one
     wire and thread it through the groove of the ring
     sizer and wrap around the ring base on either
     side of the rose.  Repeat with the other wire end
     (pic. 11) but wrap on the opposite side of the rose.

7.   For the wire you want for the leaf, cut 3 inches.
     (pic. 13)

8.  Thread the wire under the rose and wrap around
     the side (pic. 14)

9.   Coil end and then bend with chain nose pliers.

10.  Pinch to make the point of the leaf. (pic. 15)

11.   Repeat with the other end of the wire.

12.  Pinch under the ring to tighten the leaf wire to
      the ring (pic. 16)

13.  Return the ring to the ring sizer to tighten
      and reshape.
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